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Abstract: Liaison regarding G.8312 use of a distinct Ethernet O code for MTN Path OAM blocks.

ITU-T SG15 has recently consented new Recommendation G.8312 Interfaces for a metro transport network. The interface is specified as a shim layer within the IEEE 802.3 clause 82 PCS, existing between the PCS encoder/decoder and scramble/descramble functions. The client signals and operational, administrative and maintenance (OAM) are encoded into sequences of clause 82 conformant 64B/66B blocks. The MTN Path Layer OAM is carried in Type 0x4B control blocks (Ordered set block type) that is inserted by the MTN Path source and removed by the MTN Path sink. In order for the MTN sink to properly distinguish these MTN OAM blocks from Ethernet Ordered set blocks, G.8312 specifies the use of the 0xC O code value. This O code value was chosen to provide reasonable Hamming distance from the Ethernet 0x0 O code of IEEE 802.3 Table 82-1 and those used by INCITS T11 and OIF, as listed in the note below the table.

We wanted to inform you of this new Recommendation and new O code use so that you will have the proper context when you receive a maintenance request at a future meeting to add it to the Table 82-1 note.
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